
5/5 Excellent
Robert G., Fuquay-Varina, NC, USA
Jul 7, 2023

Liked: Cleanliness

Great Location for Awesome Vacation

This was a great house in the perfect middle location to explore the entire island. It is the beach, so anyone
who's had experience with that should know what minor inconveniences to expect. Sure, there's wear, tear, sea
spray, etc.; but it is a HOME, not a luxury hotel. We loved it because of that and would stay again. The art and
treasures everywhere, from the large driftwood octopus to the small bottle cap, were intriguing discoveries that
probably had great stories behind them. The open windows (no need for air conditioner) with the ocean right out
the back door were wonderful for putting us to sleep. The only drawback was the neighbor's lights on all night, so
bring a sleep mask if you're sensitive to that. We loved sitting in the front tropical garden area with the lizards and



birds to enjoy our morning tea out of the sun, and the sunrise and sunset ocean views from the back were
awesome. The owners communicated extremely well, provided everything we needed, and even let us stay
longer on check-out day as no one was coming in after us. We definitely recommend staying here. We also
recommend doing the bioluminescent kayak tour with the awesome guides of Bush Tribe Eco Adventures, Cane
Bay and Fredericksted Pier for snorkeling (saddened by dead corals at Buck Island), The Landing and Brew STX
for restaurants, Many Hands Gallery off boardwalk for original art, Annaly Bay hike, Isaacs Bay... wow, just too
much. And MoonWalk is the best home base for it all.

Stayed 8 nights in May 2023

5/5 Excellent
m p.
Mar 30, 2023

See less
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Liked: Cleanliness

Gorgeous unique property worth the stay

The pictures online do not do this property justice. Listening to the soothing sounds of the surf and lounging by
the pool in the afternoon made this a very relaxing vacation. Great communication and support from the owner.
Clean and comfortable. Because of the steady ocean breeze we never turned on the air conditioning. That
wonderful ocean breeze does come with a bit of salt spray which makes for some corrosion here and there but
hey #islandlife, it's all good...

Stayed 7 nights in Mar 2023

See less
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5/5 Excellent
Kalen R.
Mar 21, 2023

Liked: Cleanliness

I Wish We Didn't Have To Leave....

Before I booked this house, I did a lot of research where to stay. As someone who had never been to St. Croix, I
really didn't know where to be. I am so glad we chose to stay on the North Shore. The location for us was
fantastic 20+ mins to the West Side and 15 to Christiansted. I wanted to be close to restaurants at night. We
could have walked we were so close, but we chose to drive. The Landings was great, AMA was fantastic,
Rowdy's was delicious (try the Teriyaki Edamame) and there were even a few other beach bars with pizza and
more. Enough about food, let's talk about the house. It was great! The house is not a new house, so please keep
that in mind, but that is what made it even better. It has history and stories to tell. It has memories and that made



it even better. Through the gates you are lead to a contemporary home with rock gardens, a small pond and a
giant tree, look for Iguanas, geckos and hermit crabs. Entering the house is a large great room open to the
kitchen, dining and living area. The view is fantastic, but one thing to note was that when we got there, the
windows did have that salt but it was windy weather with the wind pattern we had. We were there for ten days so
after the winds shifted, we walked in one day and saw such a beautiful water view! The house has access to the
rocky area beach but it is not a beach you would swim, just stroll. The swimming beach is right down the road
Cane Bay. The kitchen had everything we needed to cook at home, mostly breakfast for us, they even had an air
fryer and I think a bread maker if someone wanted to get serious lol. The two bedrooms were upstairs, and like
someone else mentioned, they are connected but separated. What I mean by that is there is a wall in between
the rooms but the wall does not go to the full ceiling, it stops above the closet and the ac is there that works both
rooms. The AC by the way worked wonderful, but there were times we just had the windows open with the
breeze and we were fine. There is also tons of fans throughout the house. The loft area had two twin beds and
my kids hung there, but it would not be safe for young kids to use as the railing are open and they could fall.
There are 1.5 baths, the hot water takes a few secs. The pool was cold but warmed by the end of our trip, it was
beautiful. The driftwood notes left around the house added to the charm. Thank you Bob & Dru for lending us
your home, memories that will last forever.

Stayed 10 nights in Feb 2023

5/5 Excellent
Kelly M., Clayton NC
Sep 6, 2022

See less
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Liked: Cleanliness

Great location, views are incredible!

This is a great house fully equipped with everything you need to fix meals. The pool was amazing and views
incredible! Easy communication with management. Recommend! Only advice is make sure everyone is fully
aware that ac is only in the 2 bedrooms and only used at night. AC is not in the loft that is used as a bedroom
area.

Stayed 8 nights in Aug 2022

5/5 Excellent
Amanda W.
Jun 2, 2022
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Liked: Cleanliness

Paradise

Lovely home with beautiful artwork. Sleep to the sounds of the waves. Walk to Cane Bay. A perfect home on St.
Croix!

Stayed 7 nights in May 2022

4/5 Good
Jason S.
May 23, 2022

Beachfront Stay

0



This house was really nice and location is amazing. Beds and furnishings were comfortable. The only issue we
had with the house was that it wasn't really clean. I am not talking about the salt spray and rust/corrosion from
being near the ocean. The kitchen sink had leftover food particles in the basin, the floors looked like they hadn't
been done 100% - there was visible dirt, and the half bath had a dirty hand towel and a garbage bin FULL of dirty
diapers upon our arrival. I am not sure if the housekeeper ran out of time or what, but it was a little off putting.
That being said, we did have a great stay...location was perfect and just sitting and watching the ocean was
great.

Stayed 7 nights in Apr 2022

Response from VrboOwner on May 24, 2022

Wow. We are a little horrified that the house was incompletely cleaned when you arrived. We have already addressed this with
our housekeeper. Saturdays can be very busy turn days for her with multiple houses and she usually has help on those days.
She now knows that she has to come behind her help to make sure nothing is missed. Thanks for bringing this to our attention.

2/5 Poor
Peter K.
Apr 1, 2022

See less
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Disliked: Cleanliness

Very disappointed, left early...

My wife and I were very disappointed with Moonwalk, which was listed as a "modern luxury villa" on St Croix.
Luxury is not how I would describe this rental, as it was not quite guest ready. The house was more cluttered
than the pictures indicated on VRBO, and there were books in dresser drawers and clothes hanging in the
closets. A truck was parked in the middle of the driveway (owner did offer to move it after I complained but we'd
already decided to leave at that point). The beach chairs were in poor condition and the towels were worn. Food
was left in the refrigerator and the silverware was lacking. The beach at Cane Bay was quite narrow and the
large beach on the island, Sandy Beach, was closed during the week! On the positive side, the pool was very
nice and the water views from the house were stunning, although the saltwater spray left a film on the windows.
Overall, the negatives far outweighed the positives on this rental, and we left after 3 days.

Stayed 7 nights in Mar 2022

See less



Response from VrboOwner on May 24, 2022

I am sad and a little shocked that you had a bad experience. We’ve had dozens of other renters over the past years, and never
received a review like yours. With VRBO,Vacation Rental By Owner, a renter chooses a privately run lodging, a home, a guest
cottage. Moonwalk is not a corporate apartment or hotel, which might have been a better fit for you. A good bit of your review
addresses issues with St Croix, and not our home. St Croix is the largest of the USVI at 28 miles long. All beaches are public;
there are dozens of beautiful beaches to choose from. Cane Bay and Sandy Point are only two of many options. We’ve never
heard any complaints about the restricted access to Sandy Point, as by and large most people think that allowing endangered
Leatherback, Hawksbill, and Green sea turtles to continue to nest there is ok, and it doesn’t really hinder their vacation, as it
appears it did yours. Moonwalk is our home that we delight in sharing with others. The “clutter” not seen in earlier photos is art
work we have collected on our travels around the world that we recently shipped to STX. We feel this makes the Moonwalk
experience a richer and more interesting one. I think what you describe is a difference in personal taste, with yours perhaps being
a bit more on the spartan side. We’d love your suggestions on how to fix some of the issues you raise - The house sits on the
ocean, and its basically like living on a boat. I do not know how to deal with salt spray other than to move the house! I counted my
silverware and I have 12 complete place settings. There are 2 drawers in the kitchen, so I am scratching my head as to how this
could have been missed. I’ve counted the towels in the closet. There are 15 bath towels and 12 beach towels, multiple hand
towels and wash cloths, and 4 complete sets of towels hanging in the bathroom. There is a sign on the fridge with our
housekeeper’s phone number if you needed more. We have ample excess. Most of these are new, purchased within the past 6
months. I have left a few older, obviously faded/frayed beach towels in case someone is searching for an older towel to wipe their
feet or wash their rental car. Should I remove these from the mix? The beach chairs in the garage were purchased in November.
The lounge chairs on the deck were purchased in January of this year. The only clothing hanging in the closet is a single wetsuit
and it is in the back with a bin marked “owner”. The majority of the closet is available for use. The books in the dressers (which
are otherwise empty) and in the closet are there for renters, a “library” others have requested over the years. Should they be
removed? The “food” in the refrigerator is basically island home rental industry standard and usually the condiments left behind
are greatly appreciated by our renters. The closest grocery store is over the mountain and a 20 minute drive. Not having to buy a
5$ bottle of ketchup for a few days use is usually considered a good thing. We are indeed sorry that your experience was not a
pleasant one. Had you reached out to us with any concerns beyond our vehicle in the driveway, we could have helped you to
perhaps find a solution you would have found acceptable, and even to help you find other accommodations more to your taste. It
is our understanding that you left island after only 3 days so perhaps the problem wasn’t just our Moonwalk, but St. Croix as a
whole. We think it is a rare gem of an island but it is not for everyone.

5/5 Excellent
Caroline M.
Feb 7, 2022
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Liked: Cleanliness

Perfect Get Away

The location was perfect. There is nothing better than listening to the sound of the ocean to put you to sleep.
There were so many separate sitting areas all with a view of the sea. The house is situated close to everything.
The owner was very helpful in recommending a car service and things to do. For my family this was a perfect
getaway to escape to.

Stayed 7 nights in Dec 2021

5/5 Excellent
Karolina V.
Dec 19, 2021
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Liked: Cleanliness

Stunning!

We absolutely loved our stay at this villa! Great location, beautiful villa and swimming pool! Bob was easy to
communicate with and provided all information we needed. Thank you!

Stayed 4 nights in Nov 2021

5/5 Excellent
Dorothy K.
Oct 18, 2021

Fantastic Stay

0



House was lovely, pool was a godsend. Location is also fantastic, close to all that Cane Bay has to offer.
Property manager and owner were both very responsive and available.

Stayed 7 nights in Sep 2021


